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Wednesday Fly-ins

Details will be circulated by Myron  on

Monday or Tuesday. To find out the

venue for this week’s fly-in. look in your

Inbox

Quote of the Month

“An airplane might disappoint any

pilot but it'll never surprise a good

one.” — Len Morgan

Light Sport Aviation becomes UK

Evektor Agent

In a move that manufacturer Evektor is

supportive of, sales and support of the

popular Evektor Eurostar and associated

models have been passed by Cosmik

Aviation to a newly formed company –

Light Sport Aviation (LSA).

A ‘slow-down’, pending retirement by MD

Nigel Beale has forced the family

businesses of Skydrive and Cosmik

Aviation, run by Nigel’s son Conrad, to

rethink their strategy for the future and

the decision has been taken to pass the

Cosmik Aviation side of the business to

LSA.

LSA (www.lightsportaviation.org.uk ) has

been established by Steve Pike and

Edmund Otun and will be taking over the

Cosmik business with immediate effect.

They are based at Wycombe Air Park,

where they already run a flying school

using Eurostar Aircraft

(www.lightsportflying.co.uk).

LSA also plans to continue production of

the popular TeamEurostar factory built

microlight, but there will be a delay of a

few months while its CAA approval is

processed.

Owners are asked to contact LSA for all

spare parts orders and product support

for existing aircraft. It is expected to take

a little while to complete the changeover

of all the stock and to establish a full

service from Wycombe but the Beale

family will be helping LSA over the next

year or so to ease the process.

Meanwhile Nigel Beale and family will be

continuing with their prime business,

Skydrive, the UK Rotax distributor, and

are available to help with any engine

related queries or problems too.

The first Evektor aircraft presentation by

Light Sport Aviation was launched at the

Microlight Trade Fair in Popham on May

4th & 5th, and will be followed by

AeroExpo at Sywell on May 31st – June

2nd.

The staff at Cosmik would like to thank

all their customers for their support and

business in the past; they have supplied
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180 aircraft over the 13 years they have

been UK agents.

Safety

With the flying season upon us some

words about the use of a mobile

phone in an emergency situation are

appropriate. To get the full picture of the

use of a mobile phone in emergency

using 112 rather than 999 Club members

with access to the Internet should go to

www.youtube.com/watch?v=XPZv_8dAB

fU. This will take you to a video

presentation by Lyle Brotherton in which

he explains the use of 112 and its

advantages over the normal emergency

number. One of the main advantages is

that even if you are in an area where

there is no mobile signal you can still use

112 to contact the emergency services

and, if there is no voice communication,

even send a text. Having watched the 5

minute video myself I suggest that you

have pen and paper handy to be able to

pause the video and make some notes. It

is not going too far to suggest that this

video should be required viewing for all

pilots.

Neville Payne 23 Sept 1936 - 12 May

2013

It is with deep regret Broadmeadow

Flying Club have to inform you of the

death of Neville Payne, who passed away

peacefully on the 12th of May 2013 at St

Michaels Hospice Hereford after a brief

illness. Aged 76 “low level Neville” or just

plain Nev was a stalwart long time

member of Broadmeadow Flying Club

and was known extensively within the

Microlight community. His flying exploits

and adventures laced with tales of daring

deeds and the occasional mishap are well

known throughout the flying community,

as was his sense of humour and good

will. He was a committed life long flex

wing pilot and thought only softies would

take to the skies in a 3 axis! Our thoughts

and condolences are extended to Sheila

his wife and his family. He was a true

friend and will be sorely missed.

Abingdon Air and Country Show by

Alan Coulon and Andy Virgoe

Sunday 5th May

After a morning hanger flying on

Saturday and the conclusion that

Popham on Saturday might just be

possible but not sensible, we met up at

the Flying Shack hanger on Sunday

morning hoping for better things.

Disappointingly the cloud base seemed to

be closing in rather than lifting but we

were remaining hopeful as it did look a bit

brighter to the east over the ridge. By the

time we had got PR out of the hanger and

pre-flighted, the decision was made to go

for it.

Our pre-booked slot at Abingdon was

10.15 and we had called Brize on

Saturday to seek advice on a transit for

today as Abingdon is just to the SE of

Brize’s zone with an OHJ of 1300’.  09.30

seemed a reasonable TO time to make

the 10.15 slot.

Crawling over the Cotswold ridge ( 900’ )

with a cloud base of 1650’  didn’t inspire

confidence for the rest of the flight.

Calling Brize just before Northleach VRP

we requested a transit and traffic service

which was given. The traffic service was

welcome as, if anything, the viz. had

deteriorated slightly but as there didn’t

seem to be many a/c about, Brize did not

have much to say. There were a couple of

a/c en route to Popham – maybe it was a

bit early for most people!

Just past Burford VRP we requested an

early change to Abingdon which was

approved . On calling Abingdon about

2/3rds of the way across the zone we

were advised that despite being a bit

early on our slot we could have a

downwind join for 18 – very welcome.

We were soon parked up and, in view of

the big things with whirry bits on top that

were quite close, elected to drop the wing

and tie it down. After a quick look round

at some of the huge variety of a/c –
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including some of the display a/c - and

shaking hands with Abingdon’s Madame

Mayor who really did not seem to know

what to make of two old farts in a flex

wing, we walked over to the show area.

Some interesting stands and a classic car

display – thing was we used to consider

them everyday transport – now they are

‘rare and interesting’ – shame that

doesn’t also apply to us! The weather

improved markedly and we were treated

to some really good displays.

The afternoon started off with a 19 year

old pilot flying his first public display in a

Twister, followed by one of the most

memorable displays of the day by the

RV8tors – two RV 8’s flying a very

polished and at times incredibly close

display.

There then followed a Gnat, a P51

Mustang, a T6 Harvard, and a T28

Fennec – an American  trainer. Then an

RAF Tristar from 216 Sqn. did a very slow

high angle of attack low pass followed by

displays by a Bulldog, Hurricane and  a

low level pass by the Lancaster. Others

included the Brietling Wingwalkers in

their Stearmans, DC3 Dakota, a Jet

Provost and a flythrough by the EC-135

Thames Valley Air Ambulance,

The star display though, was by an Army

Air Corps Lynx from Odiham. OK, so we

knew it was possible to loop and barrel

roll a lynx but their back-flip from a

stationary hover was just scary – and

they did it twice!

On the way back we dropped in at

Lotmead Farm, and watched the last

Parachute drop of the day at nearby

Redlands just after we landed. We were

told of a fly-in at Sandhill Farm the next

week   (rain/winded off – will advise

everyone of rescheduled event)

Another traffic service from Brize and a

left base join for 22 at Gloucester saw us

home.

1.75hrs , 3 landings, 3 x Traffic Services

from Brize (and John Hamer was right,

Brize shortened Foxtrot to Fox at least a

couple of times )

Porridge 07.00 – Dinner 20.00, a

thoroughly enjoyable day and we got to

see Mike, Ray and Rick’s new Eurostar

being tucked up in the Hanger !

Fly-in Reports

Gloucestershire Airport -  1st May by

Dick Oslerby

First opportunity of the year and we

achieved a fly-in at Gloucestershire

Airport on 1 May 2013. The evening was

bright and clear but there was a strong

crosswind from the north.

Notwithstanding this we actually had 20

aircraft turn up for the occasion. Nice to

see several new machines including Jim

Taylor’s Eurofox and David Howell’s

Foxbat. This was one of the limited fly-ins

that I will be able to attend with the

Warrior, but it was great to be amongst

the club members once again.

Thanks to Myron for getting the weather

right and organising the event. Also

thanks to Mike and Shirley Edwards (and

Flying Shack members) for their

hospitality and assistance with

marshalling etc. Look forward to the next

one whenever the weather plays ball

once more

The Senior Air Traffic Controller, Tom

Crespel, commented after the event:-
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“We found the standards of RT extremely

high. We were particularly impressed

with the excellent airmanship given the

territory may have been unfamiliar to

some pilots. We felt the pilots who

experienced radio failure conducted their

flights extremely well given the

circumstances and ATC very much enjoy

dealing with situations which are out of

the ordinary.

As the Tower Controller who cleared

most of you to land, I’d also like to add

how impressed I was, particularly with a

challenging crosswind until we brought

runway 36 into use!  We’ve uploaded

some pictures to our Facebook and Flickr

pages.”

Dates for your Diary

25th – 27th May – Over-Cornwall-Over. Fun
flying weekend and competition. See
www.microlightcomps.org or contact Rob
Keene at rob.keene@btinternet.com

31st May – 2nd June 2013 – Aero-

Expo UK, Sywell Aerodrome. www.expo-
aero/uk

14th – 23rd June 2013 – Fly UK 2013.
Go to www.fly-uk.org to register. Starting in the

Midlands, flying north to the Highlands and Islands

returning via the South West to somewhere near

the start.

20th – 22nd June 2013 – Round Britain

Rally. Contact John Moore 07793 756129

or www.cyberstitch.me.com

29 July – 4th August 2013 – EAA Air

Venture, Oshcosh, Wisconsin.

www.eaa.org
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